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Why Analyze Text Data

• Very little data is in the traditional “relational” format.


• Most of the World’s data (roughly 80%) is unstructured,  
same holds for many large scale businesses:


• Emails, social media posts, surveys, requests, notes, comments, call 
centers, news stories, research papers, legal memoranda, websites, …


• Sometimes information with substantial business value  
can only be found inside unstructured text. 


• Businesses that master text analytics may be  
able to get ahead quickly.



Why is Text Analytics Hard?

• Language is ambiguous


• Context is required to clarify


• The same words may mean different things (homographs)


• Bear (verb) - to support, carry


• Bear (noun) - a large animal


• Different words can mean the same things (synonyms)


• Language is subtle (e.g., sarcasm)


• Concept/Word extraction usually results huge “number of dimensions”


• Thousands of new fields


• Each field typically has low information content


• Misspellings, abbreviations, spelling variants, …, particularly in twitter


• Customer vs. cstmr



The Basic Stuff: Count Analysis
Trends in  
Google Search

http://www.google.com/trends

http://www.google.com/trends


The Basic Stuff: Frequency Analysis

• Cloud plots are utilized for frequency analysis 

Frequency of the 
most frequent words 
in Sherlock Holmes



Text Analytics (or Text Mining) is considered the 
“next frontier” by many in the research community
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The field is interdisciplinary, and it is vast!



Some of the Main Categories

• What is possible with text analytics today?


• Named entities extraction


• Document summarization


• Theme extraction


• Concept extraction


• Sentiment analysis



Named Entities Extraction

• Named Entities Extraction helps answer the question 
  "who, what and where" is being discussed.



Document Summarization

• Document summarization is the creation of a shortened version of a text by 
a computer program.

Summarized by software:



Theme Extraction

• Theme Extraction answers the question 
"what are the important words being used"?  

The software finds:  
- Subscriber base 
- Shares 
- Market share



Concept Extraction

• Concept extraction or concept mining is an activity that results in the extraction of concepts from 
artifacts. Concept Extraction answers the question: "what" are the important high level concepts?

The software finds:  
- Subscriber base 
- Shares 
- Market share



Sentiment Analysis

• Concept extraction or concept mining is an activity that results in the extraction of concepts from 
artifacts. Concept Extraction answers the question: "what" are the important high level concepts?

Software finds the sentiment towards  
all entities, concepts, and themes



Sentiment Analysis

Tell us: How did you like our new service?



Sentiment Analysis

Should America 
be multi-cultural?



Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment analysis for  
Turkish Airlines



More Advanced Stuff:  
Full “Personality Analysis” with IBM’s Watson 

Try: http://watson-um-demo.mybluemix.net

Watson is able to understand  
personality from text!

http://watson-um-demo.mybluemix.net


What can we do beyond sentiment analysis?

• Sentiment analysis over twitter has become one of the important 
applications, as it became extremely hard for businesses to track  
the response that they collect from millions of their customers.


• Recent advances (in the last couple of years) in machine learning enabled 
unprecedented advances in text analytics.


